WHAT GEORGE AM I?
OBJECT OF ACTIVITY
To show that just because one stamp looks like another, they’re not necessarily the same stamps.
SUPPLIES NEEDED
Identification Worksheet (one for each child)
Identification Chart (one for each child)
George Game Illustrations (one different for each child)
Reference Handouts –
Watermark Chart (optional - for reference purposes only)
Washington Type Chart (optional - for reference purposes only)
Perforation Examples –
Perforation Gauge
Perforated Stamp
Sheet Stamp
Horizontal Coil Stamp
Vertical Coil Stamp
Imperforate Stamp
Watermark Fluid
Watermark Tray
U.S. Scott Catalog(s)
One Set of Album Pages of the 1908-21 Washington-Franklin Heads
Masking Tape
Pencils (one for each child)
Prizes (one for each child)
PROCEDURE
1. Post Watermark Chart and Washington Type Chart on a wall in the room (or give a copy to each child).
2. Give each child an Identification Worksheet and an Identification Chart.
3. Show album pages of all the look-alike stamps and explain that each of these look-alike stamps is actually
different and each has a different Scott Catalog number. The 1¢, 2¢ and 3¢ Washington Head (as they’re called)
look-alike stamps are the most complex. Refer to the Identification Chart and note that the chart only shows
stamps with a major Scott number. There are many more minor Scott numbers assigned to color varieties,
irregularities caused by double transfer and cracked plates, some production errors, etc.
Explain that there are three basic reasons why there are so many variations of these look-alikes:
extended period of time of production and use
experiments in production methods
U.S. Postal Service efforts to economize
4. Go through the differences discussed on the Identification Worksheet (Be brief, this is not a lesson on
perforations, watermarks, etc. -- those are separate programs to be done at another time.)
Face value – note illustrations on Identification Chart. For the 2¢, it’s either spelled out or a
numerical value.
Perforations – perforated or imperforate (show examples)
Perforation numbers - show gauge and explain perforations can be different and are measured with
the gauge

5.
6.

Format of stamp - show sheet stamp (perforated horizontally and vertically); show horizontal coil
stamp and vertical coil stamp (Note: booklet stamps not included in this activity.)
Watermarks – refer to Watermark Chart and explain these are impressions in the paper that show
up as a thinning of the paper through use of watermark fluid and a black tray. The watermark is either
a double-line or a single-line “USPS,” which stands for United States Postage Stamp. Only a portion
of the “USPS” appears on each stamp.
Printing press – refer to the Identification Worksheet and relate that flat plate press was the first
press used. The offset press, which was a less-expensive method of reproduction and was used during
the lean WW1 years. The rotary press produced stamps that were either a bit wider or longer as the
paper stretched a bit while going around a cylinder.
Type – refer to the Type Chart and explain that it shows minor design features and one can go blind
trying to find them
Paper – refer to the Identification Chart that shows only one paper type that has a major Scott
number.
Show an example of a George Game Illustration.
Have children come forth one at a time to have a George Game Illustration taped to their backs (use masking
tape). Randomly pick a different illustration for each child and don't let them see which one they have -especially don't let them see the identifying catalog number written on the reverse side of each illustration.

RULES OF THE GAME
1. Each child asks every other child in the group just one (each) yes or no question to help identify which George
they have on their back. Tell them to ask questions by referring to their Identification Worksheets. (You may
have to get them going by stating a few example questions that can be responded to with a yes or no answer.)
They stand and mingle while doing the questioning (another object of the game, to get all to participate and talk to
one another). If you have a small group, you may want to do two or three questions per each child.
2. Children use their pencils to fill in the blanks on their Identification Worksheets and cross out items on the
Identification Charts that would not pertain to the George Game Illustration on their back.
3.

If a child can’t answer a yes or no question, he/she is to seek help from the Youth Group Leader.

4. When youths are ready to guess their Scott number, they are to ask only the Youth Group Leader. Only the
leader is allowed to check the number written on the reverse side of the George Game Illustrations.
5. After the correct Scott number is determined, the George Game Illustration may be removed from the
youngster’s back and he/she is directed to a catalog to find values as requested on the Identification Worksheet.
Depending on the size of the group, more than one catalog may be needed.
6. The first youngster to complete the Identification Worksheet gets a pick of the prizes. The remaining prizes
are picked in the order in which each youngster completes the game.
ADDITIONAL NOTES
This game is recommended for youths eight years old and over. It's advisable to have adult help for the game -- at
least one adult for every three children eight years old or younger.
This game might also be used for an adult club meeting -- could be especially good for a banquet, as non-collecting
spouses also can participate.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Identification Chart and Watermark Chart adapted from illustrations depicted within “The United States Stamp
Identifier” section of the H.E. Harris United States Liberty Stamp Album.
Washington Type Chart compliments of the Sheboygan Stamp Club, Sheboygan, Wis., 1934.

IDENTIFICATION WORKSHEET
1¢, 2¢, and 3¢ Washington Head Issues of 1908-21
Washington (1908-21) includes SCOTT Catalog Nos. 322-545
Washington (1908-21) is SCOTT designs A139 and A140
With the information supplied below and the accompanying chart, ask only “yes” or “no” questions to identify
which George you are.
Face value:
I am a 1¢ stamp ___. I am a 2¢ stamp ___. I am a 3¢ stamp ___.
If 2¢ -My face value is shown in numbers ___. My face value is spelled out ___.
Perforations:
I am a perforated stamp ___. I am an imperforate stamp ___.
Format of stamp:
I am a sheet stamp ___. I am a coil stamp ___.
If coil -I am perforated vertically ___. I am perforated horizontally ___.
Perforation numbers:
I am a sheet stamp and my perforations are 10 ___, 11 ___, 12 ___, 12½ ___, 11 x 10 ___, 10 x 11 ___,
12 x 10 ___, 10 x 12 ___.
I am a coil stamp and my perf number is 8½ ___, 10 ___, 12 ___.
Watermarks:
I have a watermark ___. I don’t have a watermark ___.
If watermarked -I have a single-line watermark ___. I have a double-line watermark ___.
Printing press:
I was engraved and printed on a flat plate press so my design size generally measures 18½ - 19 mm. wide by 22
mm. high ___.
I was engraved and printed on a rotary plate press so my design is generally a bit wider or higher:
either 19½ - 20 mm. wide, or 22½ - 23 mm high ___.
I was printed on an offset press so I look duller and feel flatter and have less delicate lines because I’m not
engraved ___.
I am a 1¢ stamp; I was printed on a rotary plate press, and my design size measures 19 x 22½ mm. ___,
19 ½ - 20 by 22 mm. ___.

Type
I am a 2¢ stamp (with numerical face value); I was printed on a flat or rotary press, and I am Type 1 ___,
Type 1a ___, Type 2 ___, Type 3 ___.
I am a 2¢ stamp (with numerical face value); I was printed on an offset press, and I am Type 4 ___, Type 5 ___,
Type 5a ___, Type 6 ___, Type 7 ___.
I am a 3¢ stamp; I was printed on a flat or rotary press, and I am Type 1 ___, Type 2 ___.
I am a 3¢ stamp; I was printed on an offset press, and I am Type 3 ___, Type 4 ___
Paper:
I am a 2¢ sheet stamp, perf 12 with a double-line watermark and face value spelled out. I was printed on bluish
gray paper with 35% rag content ___. I was printed on regular white paper made of all wood pulp ___.
I am a 3¢ sheet stamp, perf 12 with a double-line watermark. I was printed on bluish gray paper with 35% rag
content ___. I was printed on regular white paper made of all wood pulp ___.
Minor SCOTT No. Varieties: NO MINOR SCOTT NO. VARIETIES IN THIS GAME -- FOR INFORMATION ONLY
Some varieties are indicated with a small letter after the catalog number. The 2¢ stamp alone has somewhere
around 46 of these minor SCOTT No. varieties in the form of colors, irregularities caused by double transfers,
cracked plates, some production errors, etc.

I am George SCOTT Catalog No. _______.
My _______ (year) SCOTT Catalog value (used condition) is _______.

IDENTIFICATION CHART
1¢, 2¢ and 3¢
Washington Head Issues of
1908-21 (minor Scott Nos. excluded)
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George Game Illustrations Key

Illustration A — Scott 333
Illustration B — Scott 349
Illustration C — Scott 442
Illustration D — Scott 453
Illustration E — Scott 455
Illustration F — Scott 459
Illustration G — Scott 461
Illustration H — Scott 463
Illustration I — Scott 482
Illustration J — Scott 484
lllustration K — Scott 488
Illustration L — Scott 494
Illustration M — Scott 528
Illustration N — Scott 528B
Illustration O — Scott 534
Illustration P — Scott 539
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Illustration B
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Rotary

Illustration F
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Flat Plate
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Flat Plate
Type 1

Illustration I

Flat Plate
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Illustration J

Perf 10
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Illustration K

Perf 10
Type 2

Illustration L

Perf 11
Offset
Type 5a

Illustration M

Perf 11
Offset
Type 7

Illustration N

Offset
Type 5a

Illustration O

Perf 11 x 10
Type 2

Illustration P

PERFORATION EXAMPLES
Print or copy these pages on cardstock then cut along perforations for
large visual teaching aids.

Note that if carefully cut, the perforations on the perf 11 stamp will match
perf 11 on the perforation gauge.

Perforation Gauge
Use this gauge to demonstrate measuring perfs with a cutout of the perf 11 stamp.

Perf 11 Stamp
Cut out perforations on this stamp to use with perforation gauge.

